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In this paper we obtain multiple positive solutions of the nonlinear elliptic
equation &h2 2u+V(x) u=K(x) |u| p&2 u+Q(x) |u| q&2 u, x # RN, where V, K, Q
are competing potential functions. We relate the number of solutions with the
topology of the global minima set of a suitable ground energy function and improve
a recent existence result of X. Wang and B. Zeng (1997, SIAM J. Math. Anal. 28,
633655).  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
This paper is concerned with the following elliptic problem
{
&h2 2u+V(x) u=K(x) |u| p&2 u+Q(x) |u|q&2u, x # RN
(Ph)
u>0
lim
|x|  
u(x)=0,
where 2<q<p<p* and p*=2N(N&2) if N3, p*=+ if N=1, 2.
If K is a positive constant function and Q vanishes identically, (Ph) arises
when looking for standing wave solutions of a nonlinear Schro dinger equa-
tion. In recent years, the existence of bound states (solutions with finite
energy) of nonlinear Schro dinger equations has been widely investigated,
mainly in the semiclassical limit h  0 (e.g., see [1, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16] and
references therein). In particular, let us recall a result by Rabinowitz [17]:
by means of a mountain-pass type argument, he proves existence of a
ground state (least energy solution) of (Ph) for h sufficiently small, under
the global assumption
lim inf
|x|  +
V(x)> inf
x # RN
V(x)>0. (1.1)
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In [18], Wang proves that the mountain-pass solutions found in [17]
concentrate near global minima of V as h tends to 0. Inspired by such a
result, we recently obtained a multiplicity result by relating the number of
solutions with the topological richness (intended in a suitable sense) of the
set of global minima of V, still under assumption (1.1) (cf. [6]).
In the general case, namely for non constant positive K and not identi-
cally zero Q, as far as we know literature is scantier. If V is coercive and
K, Q satisfy suitable assumptions, a result in [17] implies the existence of
a ground state for (Ph), for any h. Such a result is improved in [2], where
the assumptions on V are weakened provided the coefficients V, K, Q are
invariant under the action of some subgroup of O(N ). Let us remark that,
without any symmetry assumptions on the coefficients, in order that the
results in [2] hold the potential V has to be unbounded (although not
necessarily coercive). Without unboundedness assumptions on V, we can
only refer to a recent existence result, due to Wang and Zeng [19]. They
assume that V(x) has a positive lower bound, K(x) is bounded and
positive, Q(x) is bounded (and allowed to change sign); via a min-max
argument, they prove existence of a ground state solution of (Ph), corre-
sponding to small values of the parameter h. Furthermore, they study the
concentration behaviour of such solutions and give a necessary condition
for the location of the concentration points for positive bound states
of (Ph).
The purpose of the present paper is to improve the existence result in
[19]; indeed, we aim to obtain a multiplicity result for (Ph) for h small,
under the same assumptions on the potentials V, K, Q. We shall apply
some global variational arguments, shortly described in Section 2, which
have been widely used in dealing with semilinear elliptic equations
(cf. [35], where these arguments are settled). More precisely, our idea is
to relate the number of solutions of (Ph) with the topology of the set of
global minimum points of a ground energy function G=G(!), defined to be
the least (or ground) energy associated with the equation with constant
coefficients
&2u(x)+V(!) u(x)=K(!) |u(x)| p&2 u(x)
+Q(!) |u(x)|q&2 u(x), x # RN (E!)
(notice that here ! # RN acts as a parameter instead of an independent
variable). We refer to Section 3 for a more detailed definition of the ground
energy function, and also to [19], where G was introduced. Let us remark
that the variational arguments used in [19] require some compactness for
the energy functional only at a suitable min-max level; conversely, in order
to apply the arguments of Section 2, we need to prove a compactness
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condition, namely PalaisSmale condition, in a suitable energy sublevel
(see Lemma 6.1). Both in [19] and in the present paper, the required
compactness is guaranteed by assumption (H2) (see Theorem 1.1 below).
Before stating our main result, we need some notations. Let us denote
c0= inf
! # RN
G(!), M=[! # RN : G(!)=c0 ].
In the case Q#0, the set M is, in some sense, a ‘‘middle ground’’
between minima of V and maxima of K. Indeed, as shown in [19, Lemma
2.5], critical points of G can be found as critical points of the function
g(x) :=V (2p+2N&Np)(2p&4)(x)K 2( p&2)(x) (cf. Remark 3.4 below). As a
consequence, if K#1, then M coincides with the global minima set of the
potential V and we regain the result in [6]. Conversely, if V#1 then M
is the set of global maxima of the function K. On the other hand, if Q0
an explicit description of the location of the minima of G, in terms of the
competing potential functions V, K, Q, cannot be given.
For any $>0, let us denote M$=[x # RN : d(x, M)$ ]. Moreover, let
c be the ground energy associated with
&2u(x)+Vu(x)=K |u(x)| p&2 u(x)+Q |u(x)|q&2 u(x), x # RN
(1.2)
where
V=lim inf
|s|  
V(s), K=lim sup
|s|  
K(s), Q=lim sup
|s|  
Q(s)
(if V=+, let c=+).
Finally, if Y is a closed subset of a topological space X, catX (Y ) denotes
LjusternikSchnirelman category of Y in X, i.e., the least number of closed
and contractible sets in X which cover Y.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that V, K, Q are continuous functions in RN and
satisfy
(H1) V0 #infx # RN V(x)>0, K, Q # L(RN), K(x)>0 for any x # RN;
(H2) c0<c .
Then for any $>0 there exists h$>0 such that (Ph) has at least catM$ (M )
solutions, for any h<h$ .
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Remark 1.2. It is interesting to give sufficient conditions to guarantee
(H2), in terms of V, K and Q. For example, let us consider the following
conditions:
(1) V=supx # RN V(x), K=infx # RN K(x), Q=infx # RN Q(x).
(2) There exists x0 # RN such that
VV(x0), KK(x0), QQ(x0),
with one of the above inequalities being strict.
(3) There exists x0 # RN such that
V (2p+2N&Np)(2p&4)
K 2( p&2)

V (2p+2N&Np)(2p&4)(x0)
K 2( p&2)(x0)
,
Q
V ( p&q)( p&2) K
(q&2)( p&2)


Q(x0)
V ( p&q)( p&2)(x0) K (q&2)( p&2)(x0)
with one of the above inequalities being strict.
If V, K, Q are not all constants, then each of the previous conditions 13
guarantees c>c0 (see [19, Corollary 2.8]). Moreover, in the case K=0
and Q<0 we have c=+, thus (H2) holds.
Remark 1.3. We point out that, in some special cases, Theorem 1.1
permits to find an arbitrarily large number of solutions to (Ph). As
an example, suppose that (H1)(H2) hold and M=[xn : n1] _ [x],
where xn converges to x and xn {x for infinitely many indices. Fix any
integer m; it is easy to check that there exists $=$(m)>0 such that
catM$ (M )m. By Theorem 1.1, (Ph) has at least m solutions for any
h<h$ . Such a result holds, for example, if Q#0 and V, K are such that
g(x)#V (2p+2N&Np)(2p&4)(x)K 2( p&2)(x) is a continuous extension in RN
of the map
g(x)={11+|x| sin(1|x| )
if x=0,
if 0<|x|<1
satisfying infs # RN g(s)<lim inf |s|   g(s).
Remark 1.4. Let us remark that in [19] existence of a ground state is
proved under (H1)(H2). Moreover, the authors prove that such least
energy solution concentrates at a global minimum of the function G, as
h  0. As we shall see later, also the solutions we find in Theorem 1.1
exhibit such a behaviour (cf. Remark 7.1).
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2. SOME ABSTRACT RESULTS
We recall a multiplicity result for critical points involving Ljusternik
Schnirelman category, which we shall apply in proving Theorem 1.1 (for
the proof, e.g., see [15]).
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a C1, 1 complete Riemannian manifold (modelled
on a Hilbert space) and assume h # C1(M, R) bounded from below. Let
&<infM h<a<b<+. Suppose that h satisfies PalaisSmale condition
on the sublevel [u # M : h(u)b] and that a is not a critical level for h. Then
*[u # ha : {h(u)=0]catha(ha),
where ha#[u # M : h(u)a].
With a view to apply Theorem 2.1, the following abstract lemma
provides a very useful tool in that it relates the topology of some sublevel
of a functional to the topology of some subset of the space RN. For the
proof, an easy application of the definitions of category and of homotopic
equivalence between maps, we refer to [35].
Lemma 2.2. Let H, 0+ and 0& be closed sets with 0&/ 0+; let
; : H  0+,  : 0&  H be two continuous maps such that ; b  is homotopi-
cally equivalent to the embedding j : 0&  0+. Then catH(H )cat0+(0&).
3. PRELIMINARIES
Let Eh be the Hilbert subspace of u # H1(RN) under the norm
&u&2h #| (h2 |{u| 2+V(x) u2) dx<
(for simplicity, we shall omit the integration set RN in the integrals). Let us
consider the energy functional
Jh(u)=
1
2
&u&2h&
1
p | K(x) |u|
p&
1
q | Q(x) |u|
q, u # Eh ;
furthermore, let us define the solution manifold of (Ph)
7h=[u # Eh"[0] : g(u)=0],
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where
g(u)#( Jh $(u), u)=&u&2h&| K(x) |u| p&| Q(x) |u|q.
Lemma 3.1. For any h>0 there exist _h , {h>0 such that for any u # 7h
&u&h_h , (g$(u), u)&{h . (3.1)
Proof. Since Eh is continuously embedded in Lr(RN) for 2rp*, for
any u # 7h we have
0<&uh&2h=| K(x) |u| p+| Q(x) |u|qC1 &K& &u& ph +C2 &Q& &u&qh
(C1 , C2 are positive constants). This plainly implies the first inequality in
(3.1). Furthermore,
( g$(u), u) =(2& p) | K(x) |u| p+(2&q) | Q(x) |u|q
(2&q) \| K(x) |u| p+| Q(x) |u| q+
=(2&q) &u&2h(2&q) _h ,
which gives the second inequality in (3.1). K
By Lemma 3.1, 7h is a smooth manifold in Eh . It is easy to see that Jh
is well defined and smooth on 7h ; moreover, if u>0 is a critical point of
Jh on 7h , then u is a weak solution for (Ph).
Remark 3.2. It is easy to see that for any v # Eh"[0] the ray Rt=
[tv : t0] intersects the solution manifold 7h once and only once at %v (%>0),
where Jh(tv), t0, achieves its maximum. Simple computations show that
critical points of f (t)#Jh(tv) occur at, and only at, the intersections
between the ray Rt and 7h (see [19, Lemma 2.1] for details).
In order to define the ground energy function G let us recall some known
facts about the equation with constant coefficients
&2u+V
*
u=K
*
|u| p&2 u+Q
*
|u|q&2 u in RN. (3.2)
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Let 7
*
be the solution manifold of (3.2) and I
*
the associated energy
functional, i.e.,
7
*
={u # Eh "[0] : | ( |{u| 2+V* |u| 2&K* |u| p&Q* |u| q)=0=
and
I
*
(u)=
1
2 | ( |{u|
2+V
*
|u| 2)&
1
p | K* |u|
p&
1
q | Q* |u|
q, u # 7
*
.
It is possible to prove that, for any V
*
, K
*
>0 and Q
*
# R, Eq. (3.2) has
a positive ground state |
*
, namely a solution satisfying
I
*
(|
*
)= inf
u # 7*
I
*
(u)#c(V
*
, K
*
, Q
*
) (3.3)
(e.g., see [19, Proof of Lemma 2.2]). By [9], |
*
is spherically symmetric
about some point in RN; since (3.2) is invariant under translations, we can
assume |
*
spherically symmetric about the origin. Moreover, |
*
is
decreasing in r=|x| and it decays exponentially at infinity.
Remark 3.3. By Sobolev embedding theorem, the ground energies
defined in (3.3) are finite and positive. Moreover, they depend continuously
on the coefficients V
*
, K
*
, Q
*
and satisfy a monotonicity property: if
V
*
V
**
, K
*
K
**
and Q
*
Q
**
, then c(V
*
, K
*
, Q
*
)c(V
**
, K
**
,
Q
**
). We refer to Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 in [19] for some details.
At this point, we can define the ground energy function. For any ! # RN,
we set G(!)#c(V(!), K(!), Q(!)). In other words, G(!) is the ground
energy associated with (E!) and
G(!)= inf
u # 7!
I!(u),
where 7! and I! are, respectively, the solution manifold and the energy
functional associated to (E!). By continuity of V, K, Q and Remark 3.3, G
is a continuous, positive map. It is easy to see that M, the global minima
set of G (cf. Section 1) is a compact set by assumption (H2).
Remark 3.4. As mentioned in the Introduction, if Q#0 we can
characterize G in terms of V and K. Indeed, Lemma 2.5 in [19] implies
G(!)=\12&
1
p+
V (2p&Np+2N )(2p&4)(!)
K 2( p&2)(!) | U
p(x) dx,
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where U is the unique (up to translations) ground state of (3.2) for
V
*
=K
*
=1 and Q
*
=0 (cf. [11]).
4. THE MAP 8h
In the present and the next section we shall introduce two maps 8h and
; which permit to compare the topology of M and the topology of a
suitable sublevel of the functional Jh , via Lemma 2.2.
Let $>0 be fixed. Let ’ be a smooth non increasing cutoff function,
defined in [0, +), such that ’(t)=1 if 0t$2, ’(t)=0 if t$,
0’1 and |’$(t)|c for some c>0. For any ! # M, let
h, !(x)=’( |x&!| ) | \x&!h + ,
where | is a positive ground state of (E!), spherically symmetric about the
origin. By definition, h, ! has compact support for any ! # M, hence it
belongs to Eh . Let us define the map 8h : M  7h by 8h(!)=%hh, ! , where
%h # R is such that %hh, ! # 7h (cf. Remark 3.2).
Lemma 4.1. Uniformly in ! # M we have
lim
h  0
h&NJh(8h(!))=c0 . (4.1)
Proof. Let ! # M. First of all, let us prove that %h  1 as h  0. The
definition of %h and a simple change of variable give
%2h | ( |{|(x) ’( |hx| )+’* ( |hx| ) |(x)|2+V(hx+!) ||(x) ’( |hx| )| 2)
=% ph | K(hx+!) ||(x) ’( |hx| )| p+%qh | Q(hx+!) ||(x) ’( |hx| )|q .
Given any sequence hn  0 and denoted %n #%hn , the exponential decay of
| at infinity implies
| ( |{|| 2+V(!) |||2)+o(1)
=% p&2n \| K(!) ||| p+o(1)++%q&2n \| Q(!) ||| q+o(1)+ (4.2)
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as n  . Then %n is bounded and it converges to some % as n   (up
to a subsequence). Since | solves (E!), letting n   in (4.2) yields
| K(!) ||| p+| Q(!) |||q=% p&2 | K(!) ||| p+%q&2 | Q(!) |||q . (4.3)
It is easy to see that the function
g(t)#(t p&2&1) | K(!) ||| p+(tq&2&1) | Q(!) |||q, t0 ,
vanishes exactly at t=1. Indeed, g(0)=& ( |{||2+V(!) |||2)<0 and
g(1)=0; moreover, g decreases in (0, t0) and increases in (t0 , +), where
t p&q0 =((2&q)  Q(!) |||
q)(( p&2)  K(!) ||| p)<1. Thus (4.3) implies %=1.
At this point, the same change of variable as before and the exponential
decay of | give
h&NJh (8h(!))=\12&
1
q+ %2h | \ |{|(x) ’( |hx| )+’* ( |hx| ) |(x)|2)
+\12&
1
q+ %2h | V(hx+!) ||(x) ’( |hx| )|2
+\1q&
1
p+ % ph | K(hx+!) ||(x) ’( |hx| )| p
=\12&
1
q+ | ( |{||2+V(!) |||2)
+\1q&
1
p+ | K(!) ||| p+o(1)
=G(!)+o(1)=c0+o(1).
Thus (4.1) is proved; moreover, the limit is uniform in !, because M is a
compact set. K
5. THE MAP ;
Let \>0 be such that M$ /B\=[x # RN : |x|\]. Let / : RN  RN be
defined by /(x)=x for |x|\ and /(x)=\x|x| for |x|\. Finally, let us
define ; : 7h  RN by
;(u)=
 /(x) |u(x)|2
 |u(x)|2
, u # 7h .
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Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, it is easy to see that
;(8h(!))=
/(x) |8h(!)(x)|2
 |8h(!)(x)|2
=
 /(hx+!) ||(x) ’( |hx| )| 2
 ||(x) ’( |hx| )|2
=!+
 (/(hx+ y)& y) ||(x) ’( |hx| )|2
 ||(x) ’( |hx| )| 2
=!+o(1), (5.1)
as h  0, uniformly for ! # M.
Let #(h) be any positive function tending to 0 as h  0 and let
7 h=[u # 7h : Jh(u)hN(c0+#(h))]. (5.2)
By Lemma 4.1, 7 h is not empty for h sufficiently small.
Lemma 5.1.
lim
h  0
sup
u # 7 h
inf
! # M$
|;(u)&!|=0. (5.3)
Proof. Let hn  0 as n  ; for any n there exists un # 7 hn such that
inf
! # M$
(;(un)&!)= sup
u # 7 hn
inf
! # M$
|;(u)&!|+o(1).
In order to prove (5.3) it suffices to find points !n # M$ such that
lim
n  
|;(un)&!n|=0, (5.4)
possibly up to a subsequence. For any n, let vn(x)=un(hnx); in the
Appendix we shall prove the following
Claim 5.2. There exists [‘n]/RN such that hn‘n  ! # M and
vn( } +‘n) converges strongly in H1(RN) to v , a positive ground state of
(E!).
Let us show how Claim 5.2 implies (5.4). Since hn‘n  ! # M, we can
assume !n #hn ‘n # M$ , at least for n large. Moreover
;(un)=
 /(x) |un(x)|2
 |un(x)|2
=
 /(hn x) |vn(x)| 2
 |vn(x)|2
=
 /(hnx+!n) |vn(x+‘n)|2
 |vn(x+‘n)|2
.
Since vn( } +‘n)  v strongly in H1(RN), Lebesgue Theorem easily implies
(5.4). K
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6. PALAISSMALE CONDITION
In order to apply the abstract multiplicity result stated in Theorem 2.1,
we need Jh to satisfy PalaisSmale condition on 7h . As the Sobolev embed-
ding H1(RN)/Lr(RN), 2r<p*, is continuous but not compact, it is well
known that, in general, such a condition is not fulfilled. Nevertheless, we
still can prove (Lemma 6.1) that PalaisSmale condition holds in a suitable
sublevel, related to the ground energy ‘‘at infinity.’’ Let us remark that in
the proof of the existence result in [19] compactness is required only at a
suitable minmax energy level.
Lemma 6.1. For h>0 sufficiently small, the functional Jh satisfies
PalaisSmale condition on the sublevel [u # 7h : Jh(u)<hNc].
Proof. For convenience, throughout the proof we shall denote by =n a
sequence (not necessarily the same) that goes to zero as n  ; moreover,
C will denote a positive constant whose value changes as the case may be.
To begin with, let us remark that for h>0 sufficiently small the sublevel
defined above is not empty, since
inf[Jh(u) : u # 7h]<hNc . (6.1)
Indeed, if (6.1) were not true, then ch&Nn inf[Jhn(u) : u # 7hn] along
some sequence hn  0. Lemma 4.1 therefore implies cc0+=n , which
contradicts (H2). Next, let *<hNc and let [un] be a PalaisSmale
sequence for Jh on 7h at level *, namely
Jh(un)=*+=n , J$h | 7h(un)==n in E
&1
h . (6.2)
As un # 7h , we have
Jh(un)=\12&
1
p+ | K(x) |un | p+\
1
2
&
1
q+ | Q(x) |un |q
\12&
1
q+ | (K(x) |un | p+Q(x) |un | q)
=\12&
1
q+ &un&2h .
Thus [un] is bounded in Eh and, up to a subsequence, it has a weak limit
u # Eh ; we have to prove that u # 7h and that un  u strongly in Eh .
First of all remark that the first equality in (6.2) implies J$h(un)==n ,
namely un is a PalaisSmale sequence for the unconstrained functional.
Indeed, J$h(un)==n++n g$(un) for suitable +n ; the boundedness of un
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implies 0= g(un)=(J$h(un), un) ==n++n( g$(un), un); then (3.1) gives =n=
|+n( g$(un), un) |+n {h , thus +n==n and J$h(un)==n , g$(un) being bounded.
As a consequence
=n=(J $h(un), u)
=| (h2{un } {u+V(x) unu)
&| (K(x) |un | p&2 unu+Q(x) |un |q&2 unu)
==n+&u&2h&| \K(x) |u| p+Q(x) |u|q),
whence u # 7h . In order to prove strong convergence it suffices to show
that for any $>0 there exists R>0 such that
|
|x|R
(h2 |{un | 2+V(x) |un | 2)<$ for any nR. (6.3)
Indeed, as the embedding Eh /Lr (2r<p*) is compact on bounded sets,
for any R>0 we have
} ||x|R K(x)( |un | p&2 un&|u| p&2 u) v }
p
&K& p _||x| R ( |un | p&2 un&|u| p&2 u)p( p&1)&
p&1
|
|x|R
|v| p
C _||x|R ( |un| p&2 un&|u| p&2 u) p( p&1)&
p&1
&v& ph
o(1) &v& ph . (6.4)
If (6.3) holds, then
\| |x|>R K(x) |un| p&1 |v|+
p
&K& p \||x|>R |un| p+
p&1
|
|x| >R
|v| p
C \||x|>R (h2 |{un|2+V(x) |un|2)+
p( p&1)2
&v& ph
C$ p( p&1)2 &v& ph . (6.5)
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Moreover, (6.3) implies
|
|x|R
(h2 |{u|2+V(x) |u|2)$
which in turn gives for  |x|>R K(x) |u|
p&2 uv the same estimate as in (6.5).
By (6.4), (6.5) and analogous relations for the other nonlinear term, we
obtain
} | (h2 {un } {v+V(x) unv&K(x) |u| p&2 uv&Q(x) |u|q&2 uv) }
 } | (h2 {un } {v+V(x) unv&K(x) |un| p&2 unv&Q(x) |un|q&2 unv) }
+ } | (K(x)( |un| p&2 un&|u| p&2 u) v
+Q(x)( |un|q&2 un&|u|q&2 u) v) }
|(J $h(un), v) |
+ } ||x|R (K(x)( |un| p&2 un&|u| p&2 u) v+Q(x)( |un|q&2 n&|u|q&2 u) v) }
+|
|x|>R
(K(x)( |un| p&1+|u| p&1) |v|+|Q(x)| ( |un|q&1+|u|q&1) |v| )
=n &v& h+C($ ( p&1)2+$ (q&1)2) &v&h . (6.6)
Therefore
| (h2 |{un|2+V(x) |un|2)=| (K(x) |u| p+Q(x) |u|q)+=n+O($ (q&1)2)
=&u&2h+=n+O($
(q&1)2).
As $ can be chosen arbitrarily small (and the constants in (6.5), (6.6) are
independent of R), we deduce &un&h  &u&h as n  , which implies strong
convergence.
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We still have to prove (6.3). By contradiction assume that for some
subsequence unk and some $0>0
|
|x|k
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2)$0 (6.7)
for any k. By the choice of * and Remark 3.3 we can choose ’>0 such that
h&N*<c(V&’, K+’, Q+’)#c’ . Let R(’)>0 be such that
V(x)V&’, K(x)K+’, Q(x)Q+’ for |x|R(’)
(with no restrictions, assume R(’) is an integer). For any r>0, let us
consider the annulus Ar=[x # RN : r|x|r+1]. We claim that there
exists r>R(’) such that
|
Ar
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2)<’ (6.8)
for infinitely many k. If this is not the case, for any integer mR(’) there
exists an integer &(m) such that
|
Am
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2)’
for any k&(m). Plainly, we can assume that the sequence &(m) is
nondecreasing. Therefore, for any integer m R(’) there exists an integer
&(m ) such that
&unk &
2
h=| (h2 |{unk |2+V(x) |unk | 2)
|
R(’)|x| m
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2)
(m &R(’)) ’
for any k&(m ), a contradiction since &unk &hC.
Now, let us fix r=r(’)>R(’) so that (6.8) holds; then, up to a
subsequence, we have
|
Ar
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2)<’ (6.9)
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for any k. Let \ # C(RN, [0, 1]) satisfy \(x)=1 for |x|r, \(x)=0
for |x|r+1 and |{\(x)|2 for any x # RN. Let vk=\unk and wk=
(1&\) unk , for any k. It is not difficult to see that
|(I $h(unk), vn)&(I $h(vnk), vk) |C1 |
Ar
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2),
|(I $h(unk), wk) &(I $h(wnk), wk) |C2 |
Ar
(h2 |{unk |
2+V(x) |unk |
2),
where C1 and C2 are positive constants which do not depend on r. Thus,
by (6.2) and (6.9) we deduce
(I $h(vk), vk) =O(’)+=k , (I $h(wk), wk)=O(’)+=k . (6.10)
This implies
I(vk)\12&
1
q+ &vk&2h+O(’)+=k ,
thus (6.2) and (6.10) yield
*+=k=Ih(unk)=Ih(vk)+Ih(wk)+O(’)Ih(wk)+O(’)+=k . (6.11)
By (6.7) and the definition of wk :
| (h2 |{wk |2+V(x) |wk |2)$0+O(’). (6.12)
Let %k>0 be such that %kwk # 7h ; (6.12) implies [%k] bounded, so that
(6.10) gives
%k=1+O(’)+=k (6.13)
(up to a subsequence); as a consequence
Ih(%k wk)=Ih(wk)+O(’)+=k . (6.14)
Let w~ k(x)=%k wk(hx) and let % k be such that % kw~ k # 7’ , the critical
manifold defined by V&’, K+’, Q+’. From
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hN | ( |{(w~ k)|2+(V&’) |w~ k |2)
=| (h2 |{(%kwk)| 2+(V&’) |%kwk | 2)
| (h2 |{(%kwk)| 2+V(x) |%kwk |2)
=| (K(x) |%k wk | p+Q(x) |%k wk |q)
| ((K+’) |%k wk | p+(Q+’) |%kwk | q)
=hN | ((K+’) |w~ k | p+(Q+’) |w~ k |q)
it follows % k1. By (6.12), (6.13) and %kwk # 7h , we have  (h2 |{(%kwk)|2
+V(x) |%k wk |2)= K(x) |%kwk | p+ Q(x) |%k wk | q#A+B>0, whence it
is easy to see that the function t [ ((A+B)2) t2&(Ap) t p&(Bq) tq is
nondecreasing in (0, 1). Thus by (6.14) and (6.2)
hNc’
% 2k
2 | ( |{w~ k |
2+(V&’) |w~ k |2)
&
% pk
p | (K+’) |w~ k |
p&
% qk
q | (Q+’) |w~ k |
q

% 2k
2 | (h
2 |{(%kwk)| 2+V(x) |%k wk | 2)
&
% pk
p | K(x) |%k wk |
p&
% qk
q | Q(x) |%k wk |
q

1
2 | (h
2 |{(%kwk)|2+V(x) |%kwk |2)
&
1
p | K(x) |%k wk |
p&
1
q | Q(x) |%kwk |
q
=Jh(%kwk)=Jh(wk)+O(’)+=k*+O(’)+=k .
Letting k   and ’  0 yields hNc*, a contradiction which concludes
the proof. K
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In order to compare the topology of M and the topology of a suitable
energy sublevel we will use the maps 8h and ; introduced in Sections 4 and
5. Let us choose a function #(h)>0 such that #(h)  0 as h  0 and such
that hN(c0+#(h)) is not a critical level for Jh . For such #(h), let us
introduce the set 7 h as in (5.2).
By Lemma 6.1 and (5.3), we can find h >0 such that Jh satisfies
PalaisSmale condition on 7 h and
sup
u # 7 h
inf
! # M$
|;(u)&!|
$
2
(7.1)
for any h<h . By Lemma 4.1, we can assume that for any such h and for
any ! # M we have Jh(8h(!))hN(c0+#(h)), thus 8h(M)/7 h . By (7.1)
we can assume that dist(;(u), M$)<$2 for any h<h and for any u # 7 h ;
thus ;(7 h)/M$ . Then, by (5.1), the map ; b 8h is homotopic to the
inclusion j : M  M$ in M$ , for any h # (0, h ). Now set 7 +h :=7 h &
[u # 7 h : u(x)0, x # RN]. Lemma 2.2 implies cat7 h(7
+
h )catM$(M ).
Standard arguments show that cat7 h(7 h)2 catM$(M). Theorem 2.1
implies that Jh has at least 2 catM$(M ) critical points on 7h . By construc-
tion, for any such point, say u, we have Jh(u)hN(c0+#(h)) which easily
implies that u cannot change sign. We refer, for example, to [6, Sect. 6] for
some details.
Remark 7.1. For h>0 small, let uh be a solution to (Ph) found via
Theorem 1.1. Let us remark that, by construction, h&NJh(uh)  c0 as h  0.
Then, if hn  0, it is easily seen that Claim 5.2 holds true for the sequence
[uhn(hn x)]. Such a remark provides the main ingredients for proving that
uhn concentrates at !, a global minimum point of G (cf. [18, Proof of
Theorem 2.1] and also [19, Proof of Theorem 3.1]). Roughly speaking, if
h is small, the solutions to (Ph) found via Theorem 1.1 look like ground
state solutions of the equation &2u+V(!) u=K(!) |u| p&2 u+Q(!)
|u|q&2 u, x # RN, highly concentrated around ! # M.
APPENDIX
We devote this section to the proof of Claim 5.2, which is based on the
Concentration-Compactness Lemma by P. L. Lions (see [13, 14]).
As in [19], for any n # N we consider the measure
+n=\12&
1
q+ | ( |{vn |2+V(hnx) |vn | 2)+\
1
q
&
1
p+ | K(hnx) |vn | p .
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Since un # 7 hn , we have 0+nc0+#(hn) and +n converges to some c~ c0 ,
up to a subsequence. Remark 3.3 implies c~ c(V0 , &K& , &Q&)>0. By
the Concentration-Compactness Lemma there exists a subsequence of [+n]
(denoted in the same way) satisfying one of the three following possibilities:
vanishing : for all \>0
lim
n  
sup
! # RN
|
B\(!)
d+n=0;
dichotomy : there exist a constant c # (0, c~ ), sequences [‘n], [\n]
such that |‘n |, \n  + and two nonnegative measures +1n and +
2
n
satisfying the following:
0+1n++
2
n+n , +
1
n  c , +
2
n  c~ &c ,
supp(+1n)/B\n(‘n), supp(+
2
n)/R
N "B2\n(‘n);
compactness : there exists a sequence [‘n] with the following property:
for any =>0 there exists \>0 such that
|
B\(‘n)
d+nc~ &=. (A1)
Arguing as in the proof of [19, Lemma 3.3], it is possible to prove that
neither vanishing nor dichotomy occur; then compactness occurs or, in
other words, the sequence [+n] is tight. Let us prove that the sequence
!n #hn ‘n is bounded, assuming for the moment V<+. Actually, this
is the most interesting case, and we shall indicate below how to modify the
argument if V=+.
Arguing by contradiction, assume that |hn‘n |   as n  . The
sequence v n #vn( } +‘n) is bounded in H1(RN), hence it weakly converges
to some v in H1(RN). Since +n  c~ , (A1) implies
\12&
1
q+ |RN"B\(0) ( |{v n |
2+V0 |v n |2)=
for n large, thus v n converges to v strongly in Lr(RN) with 1r<p*. By
(A1) again, we deduce v {0. Let %>0 be such that % v # 7 , the
solution manifold associated to (1.2). For convenience, let us write Vn(x)
instead of V(hnx+!n), and likewise for K and Q. We have
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| K |v | p+| Q |v | qlim sup
n  
| (Kn(x) |v n | p+Qn(x) |v n |q)
lim inf
n   | ( |{v n|
2+Vn(x) |v n |2)
| ( |{v |2+V |v |2)+o(1)
=% p&2 | K |v | p+%q&2 | Q |v | q+o(1) ,
whence %1. As  ( |{v n |2+Vn(x) |v n |2)= Kn(x) |v n | p+ Qn(x) |v n |q#
A+B>0, it is easy to see that the function t [ ((A+B)2) t2&
(Ap) t p&(Bq) tq is nondecreasing in (0, 1). Thus
c
%2
2 | ( |{v |
2+V |v | 2)&
% p
p | K |v |
p&
%q
q | Q |v |
q

%2
2 | lim infn   ( |{v n |
2+Vn(x) |v n |2)&
% p
p | lim supn   Kn(x) |v n |
p
&
%q
q | lim supn   Qn(x) |v n |
q
%2
2
lim inf
n  
| ( |{v n |2+Vn(x) |v n |2)
&
% p
p
lim sup
n  
| Kn(x) |v n | p&
%q
q
lim sup
n  
| Qn(x) |v n | q
=
%2
2
lim inf
n  
| ( |{v n |2+Vn(x) |v n |2)+
% p
p
lim inf
n   \&| Kn(x) |v n | p+
+
%q
q
lim inf
n   \&| Qn(x) |v n |q+lim infn   \
%2
2 | ( |{v n |
2+Vn(x) |v n |2)
&
% p
p | Kn(x) |v n |
p&
%q
q | Qn(x) |v n |
q+
lim inf
n   \
1
2 | ( |{v n |
2+Vn(x) |v n |2)&
1
p | Kn(x) |v n |
p
&
1
q | Qn(x) |v n |
q+
=c~ c0 ,
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a contradiction. If V=c=+, by Remark 3.3 we can choose some
V >0 such that c(V , K , Q)>c0 and repeat the argument above with
V replaced by V . In conclusion, the sequence !n #hn ‘n is bounded in any
case and it converges to some ! (up to a subsequence). We are left to prove
that ! # M and that v n converges to v strongly in H1(RN). To this order,
let % be such that %v # 7! . Then
c0G(!)I!(%v )
lim inf
n   \
1
2
&
1
q+ | ( |{v n |2+Vn(x) |v n |2)
+\1q&
1
p+ | Kn(x) |v n | p
=c~ c0 . (A2)
This implies c0=G(!), that is ! # M, and %=1. Moreover, I!(v )=G(!),
hence v is a ground state solution of E! , and it is radially symmetric
around the origin by (A1). The strong convergence v n  v in Lr(RN)
(1r<p*) and (A2) also give
lim inf
n   | ( |{v n |
2+Vn(x) |v n | 2)=| ( |{v |2+V(!) |v |2); (A3)
it is not difficult to see that (A3) implies v n  v strongly in H 1 and
completes the proof of Claim 5.2. K
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